Tactics for Making the Loyalty Ladder Work for You
In the last Don Hutson Report, you were introduced to the Loyalty Ladder as a means of
categorizing current customers and prospective customers. In this issue, we will look at the
tactical approach to managing your Book of Business in a manner that will allow you to
create a greater following as you move people up the rungs of your Loyalty Ladder.

How big is your current Book of Business? Let’s say for sake of illustration that yours has
250 entries. Here is my 4-step approach to making the Loyalty Ladder work for you…
1. Categorize each entry in your book of business as one of the six categories on the
Loyalty Ladder (Suspect, Prospect, Customer, Client, Advocate, or Confidant).
2. Go through all on your list and based on your perception of today’s market, put
an asterisk (*) next to all that are in the 20% with greatest potential (most likely
to have a need or desire for your offerings regardless of their rung label). These
likely represent your greatest opportunities.

3. Make every effort you can to contact all (*) accounts through logical next steps
for business development. As you do so, consciously render excellent service and
follow through as you attempt to not only secure business, but to move them up
to the next rung on the ladder. This is how you earn their loyalty.
4. Use your best relationship building skills and stay in touch with them at
reasonable intervals to be certain that you don’t miss any opportunities. And,
based on detailed notes you have taken during previous conversations , ask
further needs analysis questions at every interval to make certain they know you
are truly focused on their specific “hot button” issues – and that you can provide
them with what they need when they need it.
My long-time colleague and friend, Don Thoren, says “All relationships and their
accompanying psychological contracts are being continuously renegotiated, whether we
acknowledge it or not.” Your competition is also using their best relationship skills to try to
get your account or prospects to do business with them. Never waiver in your commitment
to always be your absolute best in dealing with those in your book.
To keep your pipeline for additional business viable, constantly work to add to it. Do this
by making new calls, responding to inquiries, following up with referrals, and staying in
touch with all in your book. Always maintain the ultimate respect for everyone you are in
contact with, and ask yourself, “How can I become more valuable to them based on what
they’ve told me their needs and desires are?” Keep in mind that those on the higher rungs
of the ladder are more likely to give you referrals when asked.
You’ve heard the adage “Out of sight, out of mind!”, right? It is true in prospecting for
business. You don’t want to over-communicate with people, but you certainly don’t want
to under-communicate with them either. If we overdo it, they feel “firehosed”. Conversely,
if we are out of touch for too long at a time, they become indifferent to us. What is the
perfect mix? That depends on the signals they send. Listen carefully to what they say – and
how they are saying it in response to your communications efforts. Observe their body
language. They give you indicators along the way.
Staying in touch via telephone, email, social media and the postal service can all be good.
Birthday cards are nice to send. So are hand-written notes, pertinent articles, other special
occasion and holiday cards. A customer centric newsletter of this nature can be very good
too, since it is a means of contributing to their inventory of ideas.
Your pipeline is one of your most valuable assets. Nurture it, stay in touch with people,
add to it, and those efforts will pay off for you in a big way.

When you work every day on building your Book of Business and using the
tactics presented here, you will be better equipped to move people up your
Loyalty Ladder faster. And, you will be richly rewarded over time.
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